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CHAPTER 1

The Vaccine
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Covid Vaccine

• Scheduled to be rolled out in December
• By the military
• 4 Star General in charge with experience in logistics
• “Within 24 hours this will be finished.”
•Why all at once?
• They don’t want the horrific side effects to become 

known before everyone has had the shot
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Background – Satan hates humans
•Hebrew understanding: It was on the second day of 

creation that Lucifer realized that mankind, The Bride, 
would surpass him in glory
•Genesis 2:4 - These are the generations of the heavens 

and of the earth when they were created
•Defeat the plan of salvation
• Jesus said it would be:
•Days of Noah, soulless humans b/c all nephilim
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The Church Is Israel

• This mystery is that through the gospel the Gentiles are 
heirs together with Israel, members together of one 
body, and sharers together in the promise in Christ 
Jesus. Eph 3:6

• If some of the branches have been broken off, and you, 
though a wild olive shoot, have been grafted in among 
the others and now share in the nourishing sap from the 
olive root … Rom 11:17-18
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Assume We’re Here

• If we plan for the long term and we’re out early –
great.
• If we plan for the short term, we will not be 

prepared.
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Asilomar Conference
• Celeste Solum, YouTube, Report #208, Celeste Solum on 

High Dangers to Humans from COVID PCR Tests & 
Hydrogel
• 1975: Monterey Bay conference decision:  “We will 

change the DNA of all life on earth.”
•Gives rise to “recombinant” DNA 
• (bringing together genetic material from multiple 

sources)
•Not in media except Rolling Stone mag
• 1990’s: International Bar Code of Life Consortium, again, 

Rockefeller
• Cobol and Jibol programs to put an identifying electronic 

transponder in every human/animal  7



covid testing exposes one to hydrogel
• 2005:  Rockefeller program stated to magnetically tag 

someone who gets tested, most swabs contaminated
with hydrogel
•Magnetically “tagged” through enhanced light (hence, 

Luciferase)
• The “tagging” is through hydrogel/quantum dot 

technology
• That’s why authority wants frequent testing
•Alien technology
• People have reported to Celeste that they have gotten 

tested (exposed) and then their health begins to 
deteriorate
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quantum dot/hydrogel

•Nanobot in shape of cube no larger than an atom
• It is layered
•One layer contains encrypted writing
•What does it say?
•What does it do?
• Is it a stamp of ownership in the spirit world?
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Re:  Ownership
•World Organization of Animal Health, 2005
• Run by the UN and FDA
• 3 pillars:
• 1.  All life belongs to the government and must receive a 

government ID#
• 2.  All life must be electronically identifiable
• 3.  All life must be available for 24/7 surveillance
•Announced on Halloween, 2005
• “Identifiability” now called “traceability” and is 

mandatory 10



•Animal Health program accompanied by 1500 pg. health 
code
•Must be updated every May
• Subheading:  “Terrestrial Animals” (as opposed to 

“aquatic,” strange nonetheless)
• Contains directions for “Procedures for Disease 

Eradication by Stamping Out”
• ”Stamping Out” = killing
•Acceptable forms of murder:  gassing, guillotine, stab 

with a sharp instrument, e.g., syringe
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Stamping out
•NDAA:  government can euthanize anyone
•Military courts, no Constitutional right to face your 

accuser/jury trial
•NDAA appointed pathologist – you died of whatever he 

says, e.g., suicide, pneumonia
•Or, present euthanasia laws:  CA – 2 doctors say you’re 

incompetent and you’re murdered against your family’s 
wishes
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International Center for Tropical 
Ecology
•Met 1999, Florida Keys, topic: “How Tropical Diseases 

Will Be Used by the NWO”
•WEF: Pioneers of Change Conference, Nov. 16-20, 2020
• Virtually declared a death edict against all forms of life
• ”Man is an invasive species.”
• Rolled out all their programs/goals for 2025
• Eradicate “old” humans in favor of “new” humans
• “New” humans: lab created, augmented, enhanced, part 

of quantum computer (AI)
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AI = Summoning demons

• Elon Musk:  when you work with AI, you have to realize 
you’re “summoning the demon. In all those stories 
where there’s the guy with the pentagram and the holy 
water, it’s like – yeah, he’s sure he can control the 
demon. Doesn’t work out.”
• Stephen Hawking and Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak 

similar warnings re AI powered autonomous weapons
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COVID  Testing – 2 Goals, 1st Goal
• Covid test:  will GIVE nanoparticles to people; they’re 

NOT LOOKING, they’re GIVING
• #1:  Tagging with Beacon Optifluid System
•Write inside your body with “nanopen,” i.e., manipulated 

fluorescent dye
• Their words, “we can TRACK and ASSAY  many time 

points to reveal deep profiling – a richly detailed 
fingerprint of your cells that we can’t get any other 
way.”
•We become their reality TV  
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#2 Goal of testing
•Give us hydrogel/quantum dot – technologies appear the 

same
• Self assembles in the body
• 33 types of nanobots, empty bodies filled with a payload
•Nanobots respond  to electronic waves (5G) to received 

their orders
• Can contain viruses, bacteria, fungi, poison, vaccines, 

hormones, explosives more powerful than TNT
•Nanobot attacks are scalable and directable
• Can eliminate people who pray, have a certain physical 

characteristic, live in a certain location, of a certain race, 
attack/alter DNA 16



Body does not recognize the 
intrusion
•Have they cloaked it WITH OUR OWN DNA?
• Is that why their prurient interest in our genome for 30-

40 years and harvesting our DNA?
•Nanobots have clamps/levers that attach to our tissue 

until it is one with our tissue
• Crosses blood/brain barrier
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Feedback to Solum
• “I had a COVID test several months ago and my health 

has been declining ever since.”
•Another person: daughter born 1986
• 1 year old, health started to decline severely
•Neurologic problems? Brain surgery, Ben Carson was 

surgeon
• “Brain full of glue, every nook and cranny, went into 

spinal column and throughout her nervous system.”
• Secret meetings of doctors:  was hydrogel
•Girl died 2003, 17 yo
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Hydrogel like small balloon

•Once inside you, absorbs moisture and grows
• Vitality withers, ultimately death
• Body is left as an empty clay jar
• Solum has slide from military conference, “Part of this 

whole process will be the renunciation of faith.”
• Completed military course on “Information 

Management”
• #1 – Who is the designated source of truth.
• #2 – Mobilize mental health apparatus against the 

“crazy” people
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Freeman Writes, 5G:
• Electroporation – a microbiology technique which uses 

an electrical pulse to create temporary pores in cell 
membranes through which substances like chemicals, 
drugs or DNA can be introduced into the cell. This 
technique can be used to administer DNA vaccines, 
which inject foreign DNA into a host’s cells that changes 
the host’s DNA. 
• Kicker:  electroporation uses pulsed waves. Guess what 

else uses pulsed waves? 5G!
•Makes our bodies defenseless – no skin, blood/brain 

barrier, integrity of body cells
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Gates’ ted talk
• Eventually what we’ll have to have is certificates of 

who’s a recovered person, who’s a vaccinated person 
[…] Because you don’t want people moving around the 
world where you’ll have some countries that won’t have 
it under control, sadly. You don’t want to completely 
block off the ability for people to go there and come back 
and move around. So eventually there will be this digital 
immunity proof that will help facilitate the global 
reopening up.”
• Chip WITH the vaccine?  Don’t know. Maybe vax to 

lobotomize us then introduce the chip.
• Right hand, forehead
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Is Genetic Modification a Vaccine?

• Most/all vaccine candidates are DNA/RNA altering
• Miriam-Webster:  a preparation of killed microorganisms, living 

attenuated organisms, or living fully virulent organisms that is 
administered to produce or artificially increase immunity to a 
particular disease
• ”Novel” vaccine =
• At best:  gene therapy
• At worst:  transhumanism



• Tested on animals?
• Results of testing freely available? 
• (success 95% = body is producing antibodies)
• Any liability?
• Blind study/placebo studied?
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Corrupt Vax Industry
•Any knowledgeable naysayers?
• Judy Mikovits:  “So now you’re going to inject an agent, 

into every cell in the body. I just can’t even imagine a 
recipe for anything other than what I would consider 
mass murder on a scale where 50 million people will die 
in America from the vaccine.”
•UK expects so many repercussions that it is offering a bid 

on an AI system that can categorize them
• CDC, Johns Hopkins, 2000 study, published in 

“Pediatrics” examined if vax improved health
•No.  Sanitation, nutrition, hygiene, electric refrigerators, 

reduction pop density, good engineering (water, food, 
sewer/septic) 24



VAX INDUSTRY TOOK CREDIT
• Dr. Edward Kass warned that the vax industry was trying to take 

credit for above reduction and monetize its programs
• 1986: vax industry no longer responsible for liability
• Conditions for “testing”:  used “exclusionary criteria”
• Not pregnant, overweight (40% of US), no history of 

cigarettes/vaping (20% with history), no respiratory problems in 
your family, no asthma, no autoimmune, no seizures, hi blood 
pressure – 54% of Americans have a co-morbidity
• 100% of test subjects had sever responses to vax in “trials” –

neurologic, “I can’t feel God,” death 
• Repeated low doses:  effects are cumulative
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•Dept of Defense:  wanted vax for military, found flu shots 
primed people for Covid, 36% more likely to get Covid if 
get flu shot
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Interview with Dr. Wakefield
• RNA, never been done, change your DNA
• RNA addition will alter your body for the rest of your life, 

producing unnatural proteins (proteins produce 
antibodies) 
•High risk of vaccine ADE (antibody dependent 

enhancement)
•When you get the disease, you’re more sick
•Autoimmune diseases – arthritis, diabetes, multiple 

sclerosis, lupus, myasthenia gravis (muscles won’t 
move), IBS, many other hormone imbalance related 
diseases
• RNA studies in animals have produce hyperimmune 

responses 27



Interview with Dr. Wakefield
• hence, autoimmune disorders
• “To fast track any vaccine, using taxpayer funding, 

without liability, without animal trials to be mandated 
via the armed forces for a global population to save the 
economy and our old way of life “could be the most 
disastrous decision in history.”
• Efficacy?  from 80% down to 30% now
•Human genome study:  modifying one gene produced 

cascading alteration NO ONE COULD HAVE KNOWN
• Even more: CUT OFF FROM GOD
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Prayers

•May Christians/people realize threat this vaccine 
presents.
•May Christians realize the two choices:
• Losing their soul by taking the vax and being allowed to 

live in the kingdom of Satan.
• Losing their lives by refusing the vax and being allowed 

to live in the Kingdom of the Lord.
•May they have the courage to say, “If I perish, I perish.”
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CHAPTER 2

Possible Changes to Our Lives
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Political
• Dominion server in Serbia seized by the US military
• Could take down: CIA, FBI, BOTH POLITICAL PARTIES are going 

to go down.”
• This morning, November 23, 2020, US Secretary of State Mike 

Pompeo, all the top US Foreign Policy Experts, Military people, 
and . . . the Prime Minister of Israel, are all in Saudi Arabia 
speaking with the King.
• China FORBIDS any direct military or Diplomatic contact 

between the US and Taiwan w/o permission 
• Last night, a Rear Admiral flew directly into Taipei, Taiwan
• US to China:  you do not control Taiwan or its airspace.
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AI = demon, fallen angel  interface
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Embrace AI, 
bigger than 
industrial 
revolution

Geordie Rose
“Frontiers of AI”
D Wave Co. founder:  AI, quantum 
computing
$10,000,000 per machine
NASA, Bezos, CIA 
Kindred:  Humanoid robotics
(indistinguishable from human) 
AI gets to decide what the future goals of 
mankind; AI is our will
You’re already surveilled by aliens and 
they are coming amongst us
Machines can take over
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Aliens are coming

•We’re on the brink of a revolution, bigger than the 
industrial revolution
• The aliens are coming (Jesus, Catholic Church, New Age, 

UN)
•We’re summoning them into the world (CERN, AI)
• They’re  indifferent to mankind, but everyone needs to 

focus on this so we can do the meld right, or they will kill 
mankind
•Will robots give a “body” in the physical world that they 

can inhabit? (remember demons begging Jesus to allow 
them to enter the pigs)
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Days of Noah: Man thought evil continually.

Why?  Soulless.  They were all Nephilim. Same
here with vaccinated people.



WHO 
Guidelines



Persecution of Christians; Patternof
Nazi Germany 

• You don’t have the right to live in this country as a 
Christian (stop preaching/gathering/imposing your 
values upon society)
• You don’t have the right to live in this country (under 

NDAA strip people of their citizenship, ship out to 
camps)
• You don’t have the right to live (death for all who will 

not renounce Yeshua/Jesus)
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• CA:  NO home Bible studies, 
prayer meetings for 30 counties
• Almost all populous counties of 

SoCal
• Louisiana:  Pastor Spell refused 

to be under house arrest, back 
in church
• Arrested, give ankle monitor
• Told to refrain from “criminal 

conduct”
• 5 attacks on US churches in 

ONE WEEKEND (Jul 11-12); 
Nantes Cathedral (3 separate 
fires lit) 

Jesus
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Upcoming …
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• 7 sources plus a source of Steve’s
• Second lockdown will be permanent, this is how FEMA 

is now being trained
• ”Lockdown” till now has been a Beta test
• They will go house-to-house with vaccinations
• Cataclysm is a series of asteroids that might last days to 

months



Upcoming …
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•Asteroids will fall primarily on US and Europe
• Flooding, volcanos
•During asteroids, nuke chosen cities
•All followed by “rescue” missions of UN Chinese, 

Russian, etc., troops
• They are after resources, not aid
• Troops will separate children from parents, kill, take 

adults if needed



Children Are 
Targets

• Colorado has introduced a bill that would 
“re-educate” parents who refuse to 
vaccinate their child with the coronavirus 
vaccine.
• The bill forces all doctors and medical staff 

to give vaccinations with no exemptions, 
even if they are in a situation where they 
believe it would not be in that child’s best 
interest.
• Colorado bill have already made it clear 

that “people won’t be able to go to work 
or school” unless they get the vaccine
• Even now, FEMA posting ads for childcare

in emergency quarantine centers



Second wave of something coming

•Mirror:  pets might carry it
•Many warnings by multiple sites
• 17 million minks in Denmark slaughtered, blood and 

bodies dripping from trucks as they transport to 
incinerator
• Coming for dogs and cats next; already have done this 

in China
•Whatever kings can do to increase social pain



Game Changers
•Mask – (3 m., 1 m.) Silence, submit,  hide your true self 

and transform; only the overlords don’t have to mask 
up
• Created an army of self-righteous public beraters of 

those who refuse to wear a mask
•No contact - isolation
• Frequent hand washing – mini baptism into your new 

being
•All above part of an occult transformation



USA experiencing Maoist Revolution

• Frustrated, educated young people
• Looking for cause, raised agnostic/atheistic
• Looking for money and praise they did not earn
•Direction/purpose:  Eager to prove their “worth” in 

getting rid of vestiges of capitalism
• Turn in parents, family, friends, classmates, teachers
• (Developed low-trust, angry, dysfunctional society of 

today) 



What did Yeshua mean?
• Then Jesus asked them, "When I sent you without purse, bag 

or sandals, did you lack anything?" 
• "Nothing," they answered.
•He said to them, "But now if you have a purse, take it, and 

also a bag; and if you don't have a sword, sell your cloak and 
buy one. It is written: 'And he was numbered with the 
transgressors'; and I tell you that this must be fulfilled in me. 
Yes, what is written about me is reaching its fulfillment." 
• The disciples said, "See, Lord, here are two swords."
• "That is enough," he replied. Luke 22:35-38

criminal executed by the state
Divinely provisioned

Minimizes importance 
of swords
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What did Yeshua mean?
• Then the men stepped forward, seized Jesus and arrested 

him. With that, one of Jesus' companions reached for his 
sword, drew it out and struck the servant of the high priest, 
cutting off his ear. 

• "Put your sword back in its place," Jesus said to him, "for all 
who draw the sword will die by the sword. 

• Do you think I cannot call on my Father, and he will at once 
put at my disposal more than twelve legions of angels? 

Matt 26:50-54Depended on divine protection
Story of astral projecting Satanist against righteous family

Violence will never bring peace
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No peace; separation of sheep and 
goats
• You will be betrayed even by parents, brothers, relatives 

and friends, and they will put some of you to death. All 
men will hate you because of me. Luke 21:16-18

•Do you think I came to bring peace on earth? No, I tell 
you, but division. From now on there will be five in one 
family divided against each other, three against two and 
two against three. They will be divided, father against 
son and son against father, mother against daughter and 
daughter against mother, mother-in-law against 
daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law against mother-in-
law." Luke 12:51-53



Imagine the hatred when the world 
concludes that followers of Jesus/Yeshua 
are the one and only reason they’re not 
ascending into paradise on earth.

Spiritual non-conformity is a hate crime.

‘09 Obama signed



Bible full of examples we need to know
• For I do not want you to be ignorant of the fact, brothers, that our 

forefathers were all under the cloud and that they all passed 
through the sea. They were all baptized into Moses in the cloud 
and in the sea. They all ate the same spiritual food and drank the 
same spiritual drink; for they drank from the spiritual rock that 
accompanied them, and that rock was Christ. Nevertheless, God 
was not pleased with most of them; their bodies were scattered 
over the desert. 
• Now these things occurred as examples to keep us from setting 

our hearts on evil things as they did. idolatry … sexual immorality 
… testing … grumbling …
• These things happened to them as examples and were written 

down as warnings for us, on whom the fulfillment of the ages has 
come. 1 Cor 10:1-1249



Prayers
• Pray for children and parents – perversion, separation
•Get into a regular worship family
•Get into a prayer meeting
• Fast with your prayer group
•Ask Father for any instruction
• Read the Old Testament
• (prophet who was sent by God to the northern kingdom 

and was told not the eat or drink; was persuaded to eat 
and drink; lion attacked him – Achan, one man’s sin in 
the camp caused Israel to lose a battle)
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